How to claim study budget for the Pass the MRCS Online Course
Thank you for joining the Pass the MRCS online course. We wanted to provide surgical trainees
with the best possible resource for the MRCS part B, and have spent countless hours putting
together questions and key information that reflects the types of questions you will be asked in the
OSCE.
We have tried to keep membership costs as low as possible, while still allowing EduSurg, a fledgling
startup company paid for and run by surgeons, the funds to expand, improve and create further
MRCS resources in the future.
I hope you feel that your money has been well spent, however I appreciate how difficult it is to pay
for it all, with exam fees, books and courses for the MRCS stretching into the thousands of pounds.
We therefore have worked hard to save you as much money as possible, for instance, by including
the excellent Acland anatomy dissection videos for free with membership, and by covering all of the
sections tested in the exam in one place to reduce the need to buy multiple books, whilst at the same
time offering large membership discounts on many of the best MRCS books should you decide to
buy them anyway.
In addition, we have put together a simple guide to help you claim your membership fee back from
your study budget.
Study leave rules may differ slightly across the country, but in general if you are working in a
training post in the UK, you have a £600-£800 study budget each year.
To claim back for our online course you will need to follow these steps
1) Request a Study leave form from your study leave coordinator and fill it in. You won’t need any
days off, but will need to enter “The Pass the MRCS online course” into the courses section
2) Fill in a reimbursement form, which may be the same as the study leave form, or if separate also
available from your study leave coordinator
3) Ask your educational supervisor for their signature to approve the course
4) Take the completed forms together with the receipt of payment and copy of course attendance
that we will email you once you have started on the modules (we need to have evidence that you
are using the online course before we can send the proof of attendance out!)

Best of luck with your revision, and please do let us know how we can improve the site for you,

Chris Mansi ! !
!
Cofounder of EduSurg!
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Manoj Ramachandran
Cofounder of EduSurg

